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An analysis of interstate wars over the past two hundred years would reveal 
that most, or all, of those conflicts had a significant territorial component to 
them That is, one of the objectives of states was to acquire or retain a given 
piece of territory Erich Weede goes so far as to say that "the history of war 
and peace is largely identical with the history of territorial changes as results 
of war and causes of the next war,#1 There is little doubt that territorial 
disputes and transfers have been intimately tied to international conflict in 
the modern state era
The importance of territorial conflict in the past, it could be suggested, 
might not forebode its continuing relevance, given the diminishing of cold 
war tensions and the possibility that major war is now obsolete 2 
Nevertheless, there is evidence to suggest that territorial concerns and 
numerous territorial changes, some accompanied by violence, might be on 
the horizon The end of the cold war might transfer the primary arena for 
conflict away from Europe to the Third World where many unresolved 
territorial disputes remain, a glance at the most serious of ongoing conflicts 
reveals a strong territorial dimension to each one 3 Furthermore, the decline 
of Soviet hegemony in Eastern Europe has reawakened nationalist feelings, as 
mamfested by calls for independence among Soviet republics as well as 
reunification between states divided by World War H Recent events m 
Canada and Yemen, to offer two examples, portend that such occurrences will 
not be confined to Europe
We shall look at the candidates for territorial changes m the coming 
decade In particular, we explore the likelihood of several different types of 
territorial changes and assess whether such transfers will involve military 
conflict In doing so, we rely on past trends m territorial changes combined 
with an analysis of contemporary territorial disputes In the next section, we 
begin by identifying four types of territorial changes and trace their frequency 
over the past two hundred years
Trends in Territorial Changes
We begin our analysis of future territorial changes by looking at territorial 
changes in the international system since 1816 There are four types of 
exchanges of territorial control relevant for our concerns, independence, 
secession, unification, and interstate The first two types involve the creation 
of new state members of the international system through the liberation of 
dependent territories (independence) or the splitting apart of existing states 
(secession) Unifications involve the contraction of the international system 
in that a new state is formed out of two or more preexisting political entities 
Interstate transfers involve the exchange of non-dependent territory between 
states and, as such, do not affect the net total of states m the international
2system Each of these types of territorial transfers involves a different process 
and its frequency has varied over time and in relation to the other types
In order to analyze these types of territorial changes we first look at 
their frequency by reference to a list of all territorial changes involving at least 
one state from 1816 to 1980 4 Table 1 notes the total for each type as well as the 
frequency per year of those types
Table 1 Frequency of Territorial Changes, 1816-1980
Type Average Per Year (N)
Independence 72 (119)
Secession 22 (37)
Unification 22 (37)
Interstate 1 27 (209)
Source denved from Gary Goertz and Paul Diehl Territorial Changes and International 
Conflict London Harper Collins 1991
Cases of national independence occur about three times every four 
years, the independence of Algeria from France is an example Nevertheless, 
there are two notable trends that may suggest that such cases will be less 
important in the future 5 First, there is declining frequency of national 
independences over the past two decades There were very few cases of 
dependent territories gaming their freedom during the nineteenth century 
with a gradual increase precipitated by the First World War There was a 
virtual explosion of cases following World War II as imperial/colonial 
powers relinquished their holdings in mass In the period around 1960, most 
of Africa and much of Asia was transformed from dependent territory to 
independent states Subsequently though, few territories have gamed their 
independence, and the growth in United Nations and international system 
membership has declined precipitously
The second important trend in cases of national independence is the 
decline, over time, m the proportion of cases that involve military conflict6 
Particularly after 1945, most new states gamed their independence peacefully 
and with the consent of the former imperial/colonial power This trend 
might be attributed to several factors On the one hand, neocolonialism and 
economic exploitation has replaced political domination, eliminating the 
need and expense of maintaining colonies On the other hand, a strong 
international norm of decolonization (or self-determination) has arisen, such 
that continued imperial /colonial domination is equated with a violation of 
international law and subject to international condemnation 7 Many states 
began to believe that giving up dependent territories was an obligation, 
especially under strong pressure by the international community to do so 
Thus, two of the more important historical trends for national independence
3are their recent decline in frequency and the increasing prevalence of peaceful 
transitions for this variety of territorial change
Cases of secession are notable for their relative infrequency They 
occur, on average, only twice every ten years This is not to say that national 
groups do not try to attain autonomy or a state of their own, rather, such 
efforts are largely unsuccessful Traditionally, most states are unwilling to let 
a segment of their population break away without a fight Not surprisingly, 
only about 40 percent of successful secessions are achieved peacefully, a rate 
almost half that of other types of territorial change Yet, the post-1945 era is 
filled with examples of failed secessionist movements Attempts at 
establishing separatist states in the Congo and Nigeria resulted in prolonged 
conflicts and bloody defeats Efforts on other continents by the Kurds and the 
Tamil guerrillas have met a similar fate Since 1950, only Bangladesh has 
successfully broken away to establish a new state through the use of military 
force (and in that case, it was only possible with the direct assistance of India)
It seems that states are quite resilient, capable of defeating internal attempts to 
break away from the central government Thus, the notable trends for 
secession are the relative infrequency of this type of change and the lack of 
success (especially recently) of military means in achievmg this end
Instances of unification are also rare, but peaceful Most of the cases 
can be attributed to the unification of Italy and of Germany in the middle 
nineteenth century, in those cases, small states were gradually umfied with 
Prussia and Sardinia as the centerpieces Since then, unifications are 
relatively uncommon Once a state has its independence, there are few 
incentives for it to unite with another state A small state may feel that its 
identity will be destroyed if it is absorbed into a larger entity Furthermore, 
states are often formed on the basis of national groups and it is rare for one 
national group to constitute a majority in two states such that unification 
might be sought On occasion, there may be some security and/or economic 
advantages that would accompany unification Nevertheless, there are 
alternate mechanisms such as a military alliance or customs union that 
might achieve those same benefits without the sacrifice of sovereignty
Exchanges is the transfer of non-dependent (homeland) territory 
between states Many of the modern wars between India and Pakistan and m 
the Middle East have been over territory (intertwined with religious and 
political issues), and changes in sovereignty have yet to resolve the 
underlying disputes (some might say that such changes have intensified the 
conflict) Interstate changes have been most frequent at the time of major 
power wars 8 This is not to say, however, that all or most interstate changes 
are derivatives of major power wars In fact, most exchanges of homeland 
territory take place at times other than during major power wars and over 
two-thirds are completed peacefully Furthermore, even many interstate 
exchanges that occur before or after major power wars are not directly tied to
4those conflicts or the post-war settlements Similar to arms buildups, 
interstate exchanges are indicators of instability in the international system 
that occur before, during, and immediately after major power war Interstate 
exchanges have occurred at a fairly constant rate (about one per year) since 
1816, except that there is a noticeable increase in the periods surrounding 
major power wars
Although most interstate exchanges have been peaceful, a recent study9 
has identified several conditions that are associated with violent transfers 
Since World War I, military conflict over interstate transfers has been 
associated with expansiomst pressures on the gaming side, and military 
conflict also has been most frequent over territory that was considered 
valuable or important by both sides Yet, we should note that these patterns 
are considerably different from those prior to World War I and, of course, 
may not be representative of what will occur m the post Cold War era Thus, 
interstate exchanges stand m marked contrast to unifications as frequent and 
sometimes violent events in history Yet, paralleling secessions, interstate 
transfers are considerably less violent after 1945 because there is a greater 
tendency for peaceful interactions, or because military conflict is a less 
successful means for territorial acquisition in this era
Looking at territorial changes and conflict m general over the past two 
hundred years, the most notable trend is the declining frequency of successful 
territorial changes achieved by means of military force Prior to 1945, 25 
percent of territorial changes involved violence whereas only 8 percent did so 
after World War I I 10 This is not to say that territorial changes themselves 
were any less frequent, indeed they occur at a fairly constant rate (after 
accounting for the number of states m the international system) across 
various historical epochs Neither is it the case that conflict over territory has 
diminished significantly Rather, military force has become a less successful 
mechanism for effecting changes in territorial boundaries If such a trend 
continues (and we discuss this below), we would expect fewer violent 
territorial changes in the future, although international conflict and its 
accompanying death and destruction may not be correspondingly lessened
With these trends in mind, we turn to an analysis of possible future 
territorial changes in the next section We look at likely candidates for 
territorial transfers and continuation of past trends as well as recognize 
important changes in the international system that may result from 
deviations from those trends and that perhaps will establish new patterns
Future Territorial Changes
Over the past several centuries, most territorial changes have occurred as the 
result of the expansion of states into areas previously uncharted by the 
Western world That pattern is unlikely to be repeated m the coming decades
5Most land areas have at least some effective occupation to coincide with 
established territorial claims The polar regions have competing claims and 
no effective occupation, yet, these areas are the subject of some international 
agreements11 and unlikely to be recognized as the dependent or homeland 
territory of any state Thus, territorial changes m the future will likely come 
from the transfer of territory between states rather than the acquisition of 
terra nullis
Independence
The post-World War II era saw an explosion of new states in the 
international system (from 66 in 1945 to 155 m 198012), resulting in large part 
from the decolonization movement There are several reasons not to expect 
a similar increase in the size of the international system anytime soon First, 
the remaining number of dependent territories is comparatively small, not 
offering much of a pool for new states Glassner and De Blij identified only 
forty-three remaining dependent territories at the beginning of 1989,13 these 
are listed m Table 2 As we note below, most of these are unlikely to become 
independent states now, much less in the immediate future First, the 
imperial/colonial empires built in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and 
nineteenth centuries have been, for the most part, dismantled Second, the 
age of colonialism appears over States are no longer acquiring new 
dependent territories (because of strong international norms against it and 
the availability of neocolonial alternatives), and one cannot envision new 
candidates for independence joining the list
Recognizing that the decolonization movement will ultimately lose its 
raison d être, we turn to an examination of the forty-three dependent 
territories noted in Table 2 The disposition of two of these is apparently 
settled Namibia and Hong Kong At this writing, Namibia has successfully 
completed elections to form a new, majority-rule government and has joined 
the international system as an independent state Gaming independence 
from South Africa came after years of international pressure and considerable 
violence, the latter characterized by numerous clashes by the South African 
army and troops from the South West African Peoples Organization 
(SWAPO) Previous trends seemed to imply that any new independences 
would be free from military conflict, given the strong international norm of 
decolonization Yet a closer look reveals that military conflict in Namibia 
was not so surprising Despite a strong international norm of decolonization, 
South Africa has consistently and vociferously resisted international pressure 
for years In effect, while the international norm was strong, it had not been 
internalized by the state it was supposed to influence Indeed, one might 
argue that South Africa has been the state most resistant to international 
pressure and standards since 1945 Thus, the international norm exercised
6Table 2. Remaining Dependent Territories
Territory Imperial/Colonial Power Population
American Samoa United States 40 000
Anguila United Kingdom 6,500
Aruba Netherlands 67 000
Ashmore and Cartier Is Australia —
Baker Howard and Jams Is Umted States —
Bermuda United Kingdom 63 000
British Indian Ocean Territory United Kingdom 2 000
British Virgin Is United Kingdom 12 034
Canton and Enderbury Is Umted States and Umted 
Kingdom
Cayman Is United Kingdom 18 000
Channel Is United Kingdom 130 000
Christmas Is Australia 3 094
Cook Is New Zealand 20 000
Coral Sea Is Australia —
Falkland Is United Kingdom 2 000
French Polynesia France 160 000
Gibraltar United Kingdom 30 000
Greenland Denmark 51000
Guam United States 120 000
Heard and McDonald Is Australia —
Hong Kong Umted Kingdom 5420 000
Isle of Man United Kingdom 60 000
Johnston Atoll Umted States 300
Kingman Reef United States —
Macau Portugal 390 000
Mayotte France 53 000
Midway Is United States 2,200
Montserrat Umted Kingdom 12 160
Namibia South Africa 1,510 000
Netherlands Antilles Netherlands 200 000
New Caledonia France 150 000
Niue New Zealand 6 000
Norfolk Is Australia 2175
Pitcairn Is United Kingdom 68
Puerto Rico United States 3,270 000
St Helena Ascension Tnstan 
da Cunha
United Kingdom 6 000
Swan Is United States —
Tokelau New Zealand 1,552
Trust Territory of the Pacific Is United States 116 974
Turks and Caicos Is United Kingdom 7 000
U S Virgin Is United States 95 951
Wake Is United States 1600
Wallis and Futuna Is France 11943
Source Martin Glassner and Harm de Blij Systematic Political Geography 4th edition New
York John Wiley 1989 p 308 c John Wiley and Sons reprinted with permission
7little impact on South Africa s propensity to give up the territory without 
prodding from indigenous military forces
Previous patterns also indicated the relevance of territorial importance 
in decisions of the imperial/colonial power to resist independence efforts In 
the case of Namibia, its importance to South Africa made that state more 
willing to fight for its retention Namibia includes large deposits of strategic 
minerals giving it great intrinsic importance The size of the land area and its 
population made it one of the largest remaining dependent territories In 
addition, it has particular importance for the South Africans As a bordering 
area, it provides a buffer zone against hostile front-line states The presence 
of Walvis Bay, a deep water port, in Namibia is also something that was very 
important economically Thus, international norms were not effective 
restraints on South Africa and the value of Namibia made military conflict a 
reality before South Africa finally gave up control of the territory
With respect to Hong Kong, an agreement has been reached for Britain 
to relinquish control of the area, but it will not become an independent state 
Rather, it will become incorporated into the homeland territory of the 
People s Republic of China This reveals a significant point about dependent 
territories—they are not all destined to become independent states Besides 
Hong Kong, several other dependent territories might just as easily be 
incorporated into existing states as they would become new sovereignties 
There are competing political movements in Puerto Rico to make that island 
an independent nation-state, the fifty-first member of the United States, and 
to retain its current status Which one will ultimately succeed is unclear 
Furthermore, should the British relinquish control of the Falklands Islands 
or Gibraltar, it is unlikely that either would become a separate state, most 
likely Argentina and Spam respectively would incorporate them
The remaining dependent territories are small islands with tiny 
populations Many of these islands could not function as independent states 
A few lack the basic prerequisite for statehood a permanent population 
Others could not effectively carry out foreign policy or other duties and might 
be relegated to a status similar to Monaco or San Marino With the exception 
of New Caledonia perhaps, most small dependent territories do not have any 
indigenous movements for independence and may not have any desire for it 
any time in the near future
Overall, we might expect few of the dependent territories on the list to 
become independent states before the turn of the century Should any occur, 
however, we might expect those transitions to be peaceful The international 
norm of decolonization is a strong one and likely to exerase a powerful 
restraint on the remaining colonial powers Furthermore, most of the 
territories are not considered valuable and thus would not likely prompt 
military encounters over their status
8Secession
Although rapid growth in the international system is unlikely to result from 
further decolonization, the secession of national groups from existing states 
remains a significant possibility, even more so than in the past There are 
several reasons to expect that secessionist movements may become more 
common and perhaps more successful There is certainly no shortage of 
national and ethnic groups clamoring for states of their own On almost 
every continent, at least one group seeks to break away and form a new 
independent state The general problem is one of the creation of state- 
nations rather than the conventional nation-states 14 In state-nations, 
political integration has preceded cultural and national integration, such that 
portions of the population may feel a stronger attachment with a local or 
regional group than with the state This is most common in states that 
encompass diverse ethnic and religious minorities who may desire 
autonomy or their own independent state
The colonial division of Africa was largely done without regard to 
ethmc or tribal boundaries When states on that continent gained their 
independence, they adopted those same colonial boundaries, with the result 
that many disputes arose, the ongoing civil war in Ethiopia between the 
government and the Eritrean rebels is an example Most states on that 
continent encompass more than one nationality or tribe within their borders
The problem in Africa is similar to those m other areas The apparent 
failure of the Meech Lake Accord m Canada has prompted renewed fears that 
Quebec may break away and form its own independent state The present 
conflict in Kashmir has led indigenous forces there to advocate autonomy 
and perhaps independence rather than the traditional call for unification 
with Pakistan Elsewhere, Kurds and Tamil rebels struggle for recognition 
and national autonomy
Perhaps surprisingly, secessionist movements flourish most recently 
and prominently in Europe The reform movement in Eastern Europe has 
unleashed pent-up nationalist feelings and various ethnic and national 
groups are demanding greater autonomy or independence from their home 
states Yugoslavia runs the risk of breaking into independent states along 
ethnic lines and Czechoslovakia and Romama face similar difficulties These 
states were largely the amalgamation of several nationalities molded together 
whose boundaries were further modified by the territorial settlements 
following World Wars I and II
Perhaps nowhere are nationalist tensions greater now than m the 
Soviet Umon Soviet republics are a diverse mixture of territories gamed 
through expansion, historical areas identified with Mother Russia, and
9former sovereign states absorbed during war Southern republics, which 
have large Muslim populations, were the scene of violent clashes in early 
1990, with some local groups calling for independence More seriously, the 
former states of Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia seek to regain their 
sovereignty In March 1990, Lithuania unilaterally declared its independence 
(since temporarily suspended), with other republics following with similar 
decrees outlining varying degrees of separation from the Soviet Union With 
several Soviet republics clamoring for autonomy, even the largest of them, 
the Russian Republic, has declared that its own laws are supreme over those 
of the Soviet Union as a whole There is a threat that the Soviet Union may 
disintegrate into separate entities, many of which might come to be 
independent states
What has accounted for the renewal of nationalism and the upsurge in 
secessionist movements7 Part of their growth in recent times might be 
attributed to the breakdown of authority structures within states Rosenau 
has noted that while states have become more interdependent externally, 
they have become less effective internally 15 There is a tendency toward 
fragmentation with many subgroups arising, often possessing considerable 
resources When there is greater coherence of a subsystem, the system as a 
whole tends to experience problems In this case, ethnic and religious ties 
(sometimes reinforcing) have made the breakup of states a more likely 
occurrence in the coming years than had been true m the past
Even though secessionist movements are becoming frequent, this is 
not to say that those efforts will be successful or that military conflict will 
necessarily be the mechanism As we noted above, secessions are rare 
occurrences m history In large part, this may be because states will actively 
resist any national groups from breaking away, taking land, population, and 
resources with them In a multi-cultural state, allowing secession is a 
potentially dangerous precedent In most cases, host states have the military 
power to defeat secessiomst forces, as Nigeria did when Biafra attempted to 
break away It may take external support for the rebels (as m Bangladesh) 
before the secession can be achieved Most states have been reluctant to 
provide that kind of direct assistance necessary for success Despite never 
recognizing Soviet territorial gams from World War II, the United States and 
her NATO allies greeted Lithuania s pleas for recognition and aid with 
silence It is quite conceivable, however, that some states may peacefully 
allow secession in selected contexts The Soviet Union may allow 
independence to the Baltic states provided that certain economic and security 
ties are preserved Thus, the actual secessions that occur may be quite 
peaceful ones Nevertheless, there is some evidence to suggest that many 
other groups may try (and fail) with considerable bloodshed along the way
10
Unification
Unification has been rare throughout history and as we note above, there is 
something of a trend in the opposite direction (fragmentation) Nevertheless, 
there seems to be two kinds of unification that deserve consideration even m 
the face of the breakup of states regional integration and the unification of 
divided states A more unified European Community might represent a new 
trend toward regional integration Nevertheless, even economic integration 
in 1992 will have its difficulties and political integration, at this writing, 
seems far off Other attempts at regional integration m Africa and Latin 
America that focused on economic or cultural affairs never really got off the 
ground Thus, regional integration efforts are unlikely to change dramatically 
the number of states m the international system
Any unification effort is more likely to take place in so-called divided 
states Vietnam m 1975 is a recent example of a state restoring its unity 
following an ideological division of its boundaries The other divided states 
that remain are also artifacts of the cold war (either directly as a part of post­
war settlements or indirectly through ideological differences) The Taiwan- 
China and North Korea-South Korea divisions are candidates for 
reunification if significant political hurdles are cleared High level dialogue 
between North and South Korea has begun and some preliminary steps 
toward better relations have been taken Yet, it is too early to speculate on if 
or when the two countries might reunite There has been no similar progress 
in Chinese-Taiwanese relations
The most obvious case of a divided state was Germany It took only the 
opemng of the Berlin Wall to ignite reunification feelings, suppressed for 
forty-five years At this writing, some steps have been taken to integrate the 
two Germâmes Effective in October 1990, these two states have become one 
again, although many of the details and problems of reintegration remain 
Earlier m the same year, North and South Yemen ended their separation and 
reunified under one government
If the cold war is indeed over, there is some chance that Chma and 
Korea will follow the lead of Germany and Yemen Nevertheless, these cases 
are anomalies m the international system and their frequency will be limited, 
although their political and military importance may be great
Interstate
Perhaps because of the sheer number of states m the world or the great 
symbolic and substantive importance attached to homeland territory, 
interstate territorial disputes are the most frequent in the world A list of 
current disputes is given in Table 3 16
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Table 3 Current Interstate Territorial Disputes
__________Region
Europe
Africa
Middle East
Asia
__________ States_________
Albania Greece
Albania Yugoslavia
Austria Italy
Finland Sweden
East Germany Poland West
Germany
Hungary Romama
Umted Kingdom Ireland
Italy-Yugoslavia
Greece Bulgaria Yugoslavia
Romania Soviet Umon
Spain United Kingdom
Cameroon-Nigeria
Chad Libya
Chad Nigeria
Comoros France
Ethiopia Somalia
France-Madagascar
France Mauritius
Ghana Togo
Kenya Somalia
Lesotho South Africa
Malawi Tanzania
Malawi Zambia
Mauntius Umted Kingdom
Morocco Spam
South Africa Swaziland
Zaire Zambia
Arab States Israel
Bahrain Iran
Bahrain Qatar
Egypt Israel
Iran Iraq
Iran Umted Arab Emirates
Iraq Kuwait
Kuwait Saudi Arabia
Syria Turkey
Afghanistan-Pakistan
Bangladesh-India
Bhutan-China
China India
China Japan-Taiwan
China Soviet Union
China-Taiwan
China Vietnam
France-Vanuatu
India Pakistan
Indonesia Portugal
Japan South Korea
_________ Territory
Northern Epirus 
Kosovo 
South Tyrol 
Aaland Is 
Poland/Germany
Northern Transylvania
Northern Ireland
Trieste
Macedonia
Moldavia
Gibraltar
border area
Aozuo Strip
Lake Chad Is
Mayotte Is
Ogaden
Is of Madagascar 
Tromehn Is 
Togo
NE Kenya
border area
Lake Nyasa
border area
Diego Garcia
Spamsh enclaves and Is
Ingwavuma and KwaZulu
Lake Mueru
Palestine/Israel
Bahrain
Hawar Is
Taba Strip
Shat al Arab
Strait of Hormuz Is
Kuwait
Persian Gulf Is
Hatay
border area
New Moore Is
border area
border area
Senkaku Is
border area
Taiwan
border area and Is
Matthew and Hunter Is
Kashmir
East Timor
Tokto
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Region States Territory
Japan Soviet Umon several islands
North Korea South Korea Korea
Laos Thailand border area
Malaysia Philippines Sabah
China Taiwan Vietnam- 
Phillippines Malaysia
Spratly Is
Western Hemisphere Argentina Paraguay border area
Argentina United Kingdom Falkland Is
Belize Guatemala Belize
Bolivia Chile Lauca River
Bolivia Chile-Peru War of the Pacific claims
Colombia Nicaragua Caribbean archipelago
Colombia Venezuela Los Monjes Is
Ecuador Peru Amazon Basin
El Salvador Honduras border area
France-Sunname Marom river area
Guyana Suriname Corentyne nver area
Guyana Venezuela Essequibo nver area
Haiti United States Navassa Is
Argentina United Kingdom 
Chile France Australia New
Antarctica
Zealand Norway
Source derived from Alan Day (ed ) Border and Territorial Disputes 2nd edition Essex 
Longman 1987
An overview of that list reveals territorial disputes m every region and 
involving a variety of countries Most of the European disputes seem to trace 
their origins to the post-World War II redistribution of land For most of the 
postwar era, one would assume that the division of Germany and the 
distribution of German lands to Poland were realities that would not change 
easily or quickly Yet, few foresaw the destruction of the Berlin Wall in 1989 
Most were equally surprised by the banners greeting West German Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl as he visited Silesia, a former German territory now in Poland, 
that same year Helmut, You re Our Chancellor Too 17 Nevertheless, 
Germany seems to acknowledge the inviolability of the current borders as 
evidenced by international agreements it has signed and recent statements by 
its leaders (Prime Minister Kohl has also signed an agreement recognizing 
current borders soon after unification was completed) Other territorial 
disputes seem the result of the division of ethnic minorities across national 
boundaries We noted above that ethnic diversity and nationalism within a 
state caused internal problems We now see that when state boundaries do 
not correspond to national boundaries there are external difficulties as well 
Complaints about forced assimilation and calls for autonomy have 
characterized the disputes between Hungary and Romania, and Albania and 
Yugoslavia
Ethnic conflicts also characterize the territorial disputes of Africa We 
noted above that colonial boundaries, sometimes drawn without regard to
13
ethnic boundaries, formed the basis for state boundaries when those 
territories gained their independence This has caused problems when an 
ethnic group exists as a minority in one state rather than being united with 
other tribal members who are in the majority in another state, Somalian 
claims to part of Ethiopia fit this pattern Several other disputes are remnants 
of colonialism, as new states claim island territories still held by their former 
imperial /colonial power (e g , France and Mauritius dispute over Tromelin 
Island)
It may be surprising that territorial conflict in the Middle East includes 
more than the Arab-Israeli rivalry Most disputes in the region involve 
competing claims over minor border areas or islands The most critical of 
these disputes has turned out to the one between Iraq and Kuwait 
precipitating an armed invasion against the latter in the summer of 1990 
Nevertheless, it is apparent that more than long-standing territorial concerns 
motivated the Iraqi invasion, economic and political goals may have been the 
primary reasons for Saddam Hussein to press his claim to Kuwaiti territory
In Asia, China has disputes with most of her neighbors The other 
major actors in the area (Pakistan, India, Vietnam, and Japan) also have their 
share of competing territorial claims Territorial disputes in the Western 
Hemisphere are again boundary line disputes usually involving small areas
Although territorial disputes are numerous, it does not mean that 
alteration of state borders through violence is likely m many, most, or all 
cases Many of the disputes are long-standing, suggestmg that states have 
been reluctant, for deterrence or other more benign reasons, to use military 
force to press their claims It may be that the revisionist state is significantly 
weaker than the current sovereign and therefore unable to press its claims It 
also may be that the threat of conflict over the territory outweighs the benefits 
to be gamed from reacquisition of the territory (especially if the territory has 
no significant value) In light of the Iraq-Kuwait experience and past research, 
the territory m dispute may have to be very valuable and/or there are other 
important issues (e g an increase in oil prices or domestic political benefits) 
beyond simple control of the territory before any action is taken Another 
common thread before a territorial dispute transforms from a latent to an 
active phase is the expectation that the territory can be easily seized,
Argentina s attempt to take the Falkland Islands was predicated on the 
mistaken belief that Britain would not fight to reacquire the islands and that 
the Umted States would support Argentinian claims
These explanations might be credible interpretations of Japan s failure 
to pursue claims against the Soviet Union for islands seized m World War H, 
although their symbolic value may be significant, their limited economic 
value and Japan s relative military weakness make military action unlikely 
In several instances m which states did try to alter borders through military
14
force, the attempts failed Libya s occupation of Northern Chad and Somalia s 
seizure of the Ogaden were ultimately defeated and resulted in no permanent 
territorial gams Other territorial disputes also linger after unsuccessful 
attempts to seize disputed areas, such as the Iran-Iraq dispute
We do not have a basis to identify when states will try to fight for 
territorial claims Rather, we can only provide insights into whether future 
territorial change might involve military conflict From that perspective, it 
appears unlikely that many territorial changes in the coming decades will be 
violent ones Most of the disputed areas are small m size and without great 
economic value, this suggests that states may not be willing to bear the costs 
of military conflict m order to acquire the territories Nevertheless, several 
claims are based on ethnic or national grounds, such as the Arab-Israeli 
conflict and the dispute between Belize and Guatemala, and any changes 
there have the greatest likelihood of military conflict International standards 
to preserve current boundaries seem to be strongest in Africa with a formal 
agreement (Organization of African Unity Charter) not to alter boundary lines 
by force In other regions, there are less formal standards for observing the 
status quo, but there are orgamzations (such as the Organization of American 
States) that act as a restraint on territorial ambitions Superpower cooperation 
m regional disputes may also serve to pacify regional territorial disputes and 
perhaps lessen the chances for successful military aggression
Yet, not all territorial changes occur after protracted and competing 
claims over land areas Many occur as a consequence of conflict m which the 
primary basis is not territorial Historically, many territorial changes were the 
products of major power war, virtually all types of territorial changes and 
homeland change in particular followed major power wars We will not 
speculate on the likelihood of such an occurrence, but if the ’ long peace 
persists and/or if major war is indeed obsolete, then wholesale changes in the 
configuration of the international system are unlikely 18 The other source of 
territorial changes is expansionist pressures, especially population pressures 
That might suggest that countries m Africa or large states such as India or 
China would be good candidates for acquiring more territory through military 
means That the latter two states have many ongoing territorial disputes 
makes such a possibility more realistic, although still speculative by any 
yardstick
Conclusion
In this paper, we have sought to analyze the likelihood, type, and the 
conditions accompanying future territorial changes In doing so, we noted 
historical trends on four types of territorial changes independence, secession, 
unification, and interstate Although most territorial changes occur 
peacefully throughout history, we noted several conditions under which each
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type of transfer was associated with military conflict Nevertheless, some of 
those trends appear to be moderating or undergoing transformation
In a sense, one chapter of the territorial history of the international 
system is over It is unlikely that new areas or populations will be brought 
into the state system Yet, the number of states may grow slightly or in rare 
instances contract It is difficult to believe, however, that the days of booming 
growth in the number of states in the system during the 1950s and 1960s, will 
be repeated m the next decades Any changes that do occur, though, will 
likely be completed peacefully given the strong international norms, the 
absence of remaining important dependent territories, and the ability of states 
to put down secession attempts Yet, we must caution that similar, and 
incorrect, pronouncements were probably made by analysts earlier in the 
twentieth century who failed to foresee the dramatic changes to come What 
is left to be written is how the configuration of the state system will change as 
its members battle over disputed territories
Although cases of independence and unification may be rare m the 
coming years, the revival of nationalism throughout the world may prompt 
states to break apart m some instances or act upon long-standing territorial 
claims in other instances As Mearsheimer notes, nationalism will be 
exacerbated by the unresolved border disputes that will be uncovered by the 
retreat of Soviet and American power 19 This may be particularly evident in 
Europe which has a large number of multiethnic states and previously 
suppressed territorial claims In reviewing those disputes, one might note 
that many of the claims stem from prior unsatisfactory territorial changes, 
reaffirming Weede s contention at the beginning of the paper Europe is also 
the region that will be most affected by the apparent demise of the Warsaw 
Pact and the probable weakenmg of the NATO alliance
The frequency of territorial disputes m a given region, however, may 
not necessarily be indicative of the importance or relative global impact of 
those disputes The most serious territorial disputes would seem to be those 
that occur between protagonists that possess advanced weaponry, including 
nuclear or chemical weapons Furthermore, those most dangerous to 
international security would be those that have the greatest economic impact 
and/or those disputes most likely to expand beyond the disputants A 
militarized dispute between the Soviet Union and China clearly could have 
the most serious consequences for the global community, because of the 
potential for conflict escalation Disputes m Europe also seem to be the most 
salient because they might fulfill all three criteria advanced weaponry, 
economic impact, and potential for expansion These are especially disturbing 
m that they were identified above as among those most likely to occur As 
evidenced by the Iraq invasion of Kuwait, territorial changes m the Middle 
East are also very dangerous, another Arab-Israeli war over the Palestinian 
question could exact a devastating economic and human toll
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How might future territorial changes be handled so as to break the cycle 
of conflict in these cases7 In several instances, it seems that the interests of 
both parties are wholly incompatible and that any division of the disputed 
land will find objection from one or both parties In other cases, the 
traditional legal routes of holding a plebiscite, or sanctionmg the transfer by a 
treaty, might not be effective either 20 Plebiscites have become a virtually 
extinct practice m international relations Were they to occur, they would 
favor the status quo,21 furthermore, shifting populations and uneven 
population growth in the territory affected, render any guarantee against 
future disputes from this mechanism ineffective Similarly, treaties are also 
no indication that peace will prevail m the future Historically, there has 
been some coercion involved m the signing of most treaties The legal 
recourse of treaties has proven to be a poor substitute for legitimacy of the 
transfer22 and no guarantee against future conflict
Over fifty years ago, Spykman noted that geography is the most 
fundamentally conditioning factor m the foreign policy of states because it is 
the most permanent23 In our view, it is changes in that geography that have 
been an integral part of international relations In that sense, it has been its 
mutability, not its static qualities, that have given and will continue to give 
geography its importance
17
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